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Many client projects start with the goal of preparing the house for
entertaining.  Your powder room is no exception because it is the
room that most of your guests will use.  When I design a Powder
Room, I like to approach them one of two ways: it should either be
unexpected fun or, it could be the ‘jewel box’ of your home.  
So if your powder room could use some updating, simple changes
can instantly update the look of this often-used space and make a
great impression.

Vanity
When you splurge on a vanity for this room, it can add functionality and to
the drama of the space, like the rooms below, where it can be traditional in
styling but have a lean modern leg, or you can add the flair in your color
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scheme and accents.  There are many directions which will help you
determine the style in which you want to take the room.

Plumbing Fixtures
Since faucets are the jewelry of your bathroom, here are two spectacular
sets from Waterworks that would transform the look of even your current
pedestal sink or cabinet.



WATERWORKS

Mirror 
Your mirror selection
can also add your
design flair to the
room.  The scale is
very important for
this space.  Don’t
forget to measure the
clearance of your
faucet.

Swirl Mirror: Wildwood
Sink: Kohler
Faucet: PE Guerin
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Sconce Ceiling Fixture Options
The true sparkle for this special space comes from light fixtures. For
example, sconces add a glimmer and sheen that nicely complement the
mirror frame when set on each side like bookends. I always look for fixtures
that are unique in the style I am working in. They help shape the personality
of the room by adding interest.

Wallpaper or
Specialty Finishes
If your budget is limited, a
simple update could be
adding wallpaper or a
specialty finish to the walls.
It is very important to prep



the walls properly, and a
top-quality installer will
prime the walls to ensure
that the surface is ready for
your new look. Wallpaper
can make a small,
uninteresting space have an
immense impact. Use it as
an opportunity to show who
you are. It is the one room
you can completely splurge
on that won’t break the
budget. 

 
Wall covering: Cole & Sons 
Vanity: Restoration Hardware 
Sconces: Hubbardton Forge

INTERIOR DESIGN: MASSUCCO WARNER MILLER
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SCALAMENDRÉ 
ZEBRAS IN MASAI RED, FABRIC 16496M-001/WALLCOVERING WP81388M-001

Window Treatment
Something as simple as a fabric blind or woven shade can transform a cold
and sterile space into a warm and inviting spot to powder one’s nose. Yes,
privacy is still a matter of making guests feel comfortable so make sure you
address it.
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Accessories
Accessories can add that special flair to your powder room. Hang beautifully
embroidered hand towels, add candles to create a warm glow, flowers



and/or greens for color and fragrance, and your Powder Room will be ready
to delight your guests.

With these suggestions, you can be sure your Powder Room will also light up
the season. 

JAMES DEMERS - PIXABAY  |  PHOTODUNE
GABOR FROM HUNGARY - MORGUEFILE  |  CHUTTERSNAP - UNSPLASH

Have a warm and festive time with family and friends. Happy
Holidays,
Lauren
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Share this email:

If you have found this newsletter interesting, please share it with your friends.

If you have had this newsletter forwarded to you and would like a regular copy, click below to sign up,
we are happy to have you as our new guest.  And, if you would like my sage design advice and style
tips more often than once a month, you can follow my blog, Lauren’s Style Library.  It is my pleasure to
share with you.

CONTACT LAUREN JACOBSEN DESIGN AT
818.259.0175 PHONE   |   818.763.0586 FAX   |   LJACOBSENDESIGN.COM
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